
UNDERWRITING AGENCY BUSINESS MODEL

Revenue model â€” Agencies and brokerages generally make money through commissions paid for both new business
and on a recurring basis.

Group Plans - teachers, public employees Strength - group pricing. Our own Companies Strengths - already
known to our clients; will be competitively priced. These agencies can also react to market changes quicker
than typical insurance companies because they are smaller businesses that are acting on behalf of larger
insurers. A small town or rural region might not warrant the opening of a branch for an insurer, but working
with an underwriting agency in that area provides the company with access to new customers without
spending money on staff or rent. Clients who have moved repeatedly can be difficult to obtain proper
underwriting information and past claims experience on, and we feel our staff is to be commended for their
ability to properly assess if a client should be placed to our standard markets or would be better served by a
specialty company. It has exhibited excellent, reliable telecommunications ability. We have put our email
address in our newspaper advertising, but we must be careful about attracting clients from out of the area who
may be difficult to service and properly inspect. Similar to RiskPoint being empowered to accept risks, we
also have the authority to handle and settle claims with binding effect for the risk carrying insurance company.
It is the broker's job to ensure the client understands what he is buying, and if circumstances dictate a
lower-priced Page 11 Acme Insurance Inc. MGAs comprise one of the fastest-growing segments of the
insurance industry. Focus on target markets. Following the financial crisis, Ironshore , a Liberty Mutual
company, established its managing general underwriting agency as its commercial clients were facing
heightened risk since the viability of some insurance insurers that offered high coverage limits across many
lines of business for major companies was uncertain. We have noticed as our clients become better informed
about insurance that there has been a tremendous increase in clients wishing indepth discussions about their
policy coverage and how they can get the most value for their insurance dollar. While RiskPoint has the right
and the obligation to perform customer service, including claims handling, it is the insurance company which
a policyholder or an insured person has a claim against. We must focus on personal and business customers
that we identify and select to insure, instead of allowing potential customers to choose us, which could result
in our brokerage attracting problem clients from other brokers. Ironshore responded to market demand by
creating the Iron-Starr Excess Agency, which would serve as a hybrid insurance platform with dedicated
underwriting and claims management. It is presently used for training, staff meetings, and conferences. Smith
J. The banks, even though thwarted by the federal government in its last budget to retail insurance from their
premises, will continue pressure on the government and now have announced they will open stand alone
insurance offices to retail insurance. We must avoid selling only one policy at the lowest price for each
customer and concentration account selling which greatly enhances client retention. Efficiency: MGAs are
often smaller businesses than carriers, which allows them to stay agile and responsive. Still, price is very
important and we must work with our markets to ensure that our insurance products are available and
affordable to a large part of the market. Insurance Business An underwriting agency is a specialised type of
insurance agent or broker that has been granted underwriting authority by an insurer, according to the
International Risk Management Institute IRMA , and can administer programs and negotiate contracts for an
insurer. Careful inspection and the judicious use of deductibles and warranties for insureds using wood stoves
should help alleviate company concerns about solid fuel heating devices. We have powers of attorney to issue
policies on behalf of the insurance companies. We encourage our companies to "Target Market.


